KEEP IT STRIP SUGAR®!

SQUEEZE, SPREAD, AND STRIP

No more double dipping!
KiSS WAXING® IS AN ALEXANDRIA PROFESSIONAL® BRAND

WHY KISS WAXING®?

A SIMPLE, SAFE & EFFECTIVE
SYSTEM
In a strong effort to answer the cries of beauty
academies across the world, Alexandria
Professional® developed a very simple, safe and
effective waxing product that is all natural, water
soluble, not hot to the skin, 100% sanitary, easy to
use and more economical!

NO MORE DOUBLE DIPPING!
Double dipping into a wax pot is never
recommended and it is against regulations in most

“You should
be kissed
and often,
and by
someone
who knows
how”
– Rhett Butler,
Gone With the Wind
(1939)

countries. Too many staph infections have been
reported over the years due to waxing.
KiSS Waxing® system eliminates all
cross-contamination issues associated with
conventional waxing by using a squeeze bottle!

Made for professionals,
by professionals

KiSS WAXING® IS AN ALEXANDRIA PROFESSIONAL® BRAND

HOW TO USE

SQUEEZE
Depending on the area of the body you are
working on, you can either apply the KiSS
Waxing® to a spatula for smaller areas such as
eyebrows or directly to the skin from the squeeze
bottle for larger areas.

Say goodbye
to double
dipping and
crosscontamination
with KiSS
Waxing® Hair
Removal
System

SPREAD
Using your KiSS Waxing® bottle, squeeze directly
onto the skin and spread in an even, thin layer.
Apply the epilation strip over the KiSS Waxing®,
and press firmly onto the skin in the direction of
the hair growth.

STRIP
Hold the skin taut, and remove the strip
against the direction of growth.
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FAQs

DOES IT HURT?
KiSS Waxing® does not hurt as much

WILL THE HAIR GROW
BACK THICKER AND
DARKER?

as conventional wax because it does
not stick to live skin cells. KiSS

Properly extracting hair does not

Waxing® formulation has zero wax

make it grow back thicker or darker.

resin and is made of sugar, lemon

A hair that becomes darker and

and water. It is 100% water soluble

heavier – as seen on women’s facial

and gentler to the skin.

hair generally in the upper lip and
chin area, is predetermined to do so

IS IT SAFE TO DO?

or has been prompted to change
into a terminal hair by one of several

KiSS Waxing® is very safe for all skin

factors such as, but not limited to,

types. It is formulated to be gentle

hormones.

on even the most sensitive skin
types. KiSS Waxing® system allows
you to go over the same area for

HOW OFTEN DO I NEED TO
GET IT DONE?

more stubborn hair extraction
without damaging the skin.

Generally, you can go 3-6 weeks
before coming back for a treatment.

HOW LONG DOES MY HAIR
HAVE TO BE?

You are not as limited with treatment
frequency when using KiSS Waxing®
as you might be with other waxing

Although KiSS Waxing® can extract

products. KiSS Waxing® is skin

short hair, the first and second

friendly and 100% water soluble,

treatment will provide better results

which makes it adaptable to an “as

on hair that is 1/8” - 1/4” or 4mm –

needed” basis.

8mm.
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PRE AND POST TREATMENT

Pre and Post Care with any hair removal techniques is extremely important, and
why we include it with all of our KiSS Waxing®. Read about each product below
to understand how each one helps you achieve the best results.

PRE

PRE

PRESEPT SKIN CLEANSER

Presept Skin Cleanser
is antimicrobial with no
perfume or fragrance
additives making it safe
and gentle for all skin
types, used to remove
all skin oils and lotions
from the skin. Skin oils
and lotions will affect
the ability of KiSS
Waxing® to effectively
grip the hair.

POST

ESSENTIAL TONIC

Essential Tonic skin
mist is anti-microbial,
anti-fungal, anti-viral,
and anti-inflammatory.
The natural plant
surfactant ingredient
helps to open up the
cuticles of the hair
shafts, allowing KiSS
Waxing® to better grip
the hairs for superior
extraction.

PRE

POST

VERTICAL 6

RESTORE

Vertal 6 drying powder
is aluminum-free,
perfume-free, oil-free,
chemical-free and safe
on all body parts. It will
expose any fine, vellus
hairs that can be
difficult to see. Before
applying, make sure the
Essential Tonic is
completely absorbed
into the skin.

Restore hydrating lotion
is a lightweight,
non-comedogenic
lotion that is fragrance
free, and will hydrate
and calm the skin. It is
an all over body
hydrating lotion that
softens and moisturizes
your skin without
irritation.
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ABOUT ALEXANDRIA PROFESSIONAL®

Alexandria Professional® is a body sugaring company dedicated to providing
result oriented hair removal solutions to the beauty and wellness industries. Our
commitment is to educating professionals in our hair removal and skin
conditioning treatments.

EDUCATION

GIVING BACK

Having developed and

As a company, we take a

pioneered our innovative

stand to end violence

sugaring process for the

against women, and make a

removal of unwanted hair,

commitment to give back to

and our Full Circle of Skin

the community.

Conditioning® program, we
are committed to passing on
our wealth of knowledge
through top notch education
around the world.

COLLABORATION
We strive to work with our
clients to resolve any skin
concerns and improve the
overall condition of their

ALL NATURAL

skin.

Alexandria Professional® is
dedicated to providing
healthy, natural solutions to
the beauty and wellness
industries.
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CONTACT US
1.877.675.1198 (USA)
1.800.957.8427 (Canada)
*To place an order (U.S. and Canada),
please call 1.800.957.8427
USA Office
15 Lawrence Bell Drive
Buffalo, New York 14221
Canadian Office
85 Lakeshore Road, Unit #A
St. Catharines, ON L2N 2T6

kisswaxing.com

